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crone, and after nightfall the traveller wends his way back to
the city, where he cncounteis the Bel-man himself. This worthy
demonstrates from what lie knows by nightly experience that
there is nothing to choose between town and country in the matter
of wickedness, and entcis on a detailed account of the various
laws of cosenage.
A second and a thud edition of the Eel-man were called for the
same year, and Dekker pretended that he had a aval in the field,
describing himself as the Bel-man's brother, who aspired to lead the
attack on the armv of disoider troubling the common weal.1 So he
came out at once with a sequel, Lanthorne and Caudle-Light, Or The
Bell-mans second Nights icalke (i 6oB)> " bunging to light a Brood '
of more strange Vilhmes than ever were this yeare discovered." '
This time the setting is mure trite and clumsy.  Hell is alarmed by
the Bel-man's revelations, and a council being summoned it is
decided to send a devil to London to ensure that profligacy and
crime go on as usual.  But the result is only another enumeration of
fraudulent practices. Knavery seems to be rooted in human nature
and the interest foi  Dckkei's readers lay evidently more in the
amusing nature of the tricks exposed than in the need to be on the
watch against them. Anyhow, they bought the book, which was re-
printed twice the next year, and in a new edition in 1612, with the
supplementary 0 per se 0, or a new Cryer of Lanthorne and Candle-
light, which recounted various rascalities perpetrated by daylight as
an addition to the deeds of darkness.
A year after the Bel-man, Dekker produced the best of all his
tracts, The Guls Horn-Booke :  or Fashions to please all sorts of"
Guls (1609), which is another work based on a foreign master-
piece.   It is an attempt to naturalize the peculiar vein of satire
exploited by several German writers, of whom the best known was'
F. Dedekind, author of Grobianus (1549).   Dekker made skilful
plays with the sardonic method of Grobianism, but was bound to
fail in trying to fit the caricature of German grossness, slovenliness
and brutality to an English subject. He says in the preface :
This tree of gulls was planted long since, but not taking root could
never bear till now.  It hath a relish of Grobianism, and tastes very
1 See p. 146.

